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GA-53233 Handwritten Serial# 1061 (No date) 
Gold GF-45011 Date Code 2-58 
Black GF-45011 Date Code 3-59 

 

Western Electric 
GA-53233 and GF-45011
Historic 1950s Vanguard  

Satellite Transistors 
 

TYPE  
Germanium PNP Diffused Base  

 

USAGE 
Vanguard I Satellite Radio Transmitters  

 

DATE INTRODUCED 
Mid/Late 1950s 

 

CASE STYLES 
Gold/Black Painted 

 

AVAILABILITY 
Rare (Pre-production types) 

 

HISTORIC NOTES 
The Vanguard I satellite was launched and entered earth orbit on March 17, 1958.  At 
this time the U.S. government was in a space race to catch up with the Soviet Union, 
which had successfully launched the first satellite, the Sputnik I, on October 4, 1957.  
See reference [8] for a discussion of the Sputnik, Explorer I (launched on Jan 31, 1958) 
and Vanguard satellites. The success of the early U.S. satellites relied heavily on the 
newly emerging transistor technology that had begun with the June 30, 1948 public 
announcement by Western Electric of the invention of the first transistor at Bell Labs.  
The first transistors, known as point-contact, exhibited characteristics which prohibited 
their use in satellites - limitations such as very poor mechanical reliability and highly 
variable performance.  In less than ten years, U.S. scientists had improved this initial 
transistor technology so substantially that satellite usage was feasible.  This Photo 
Gallery article presents the story of the first high performance transistors that 
transmitted scientific data from the Vanguard I satellite.  Also included are references 
for further review of this exciting milestone in transistor history.  
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1958 Boy’s Life 

At left is quite an exciting 
ad from a late 1950s Boy’s 
Life magazine.  By this 
time, the newly launched 
Vanguard I satellite was 
orbiting the earth and 
transmitting valuable data to 
scientists and engineers, 
who were listening to and 
recording the radio signals 
from space, powered by two 
tiny transistors developed at 
Bell Labs and manufactured 
at Western Electric.  The 
Bell System was enthusiastic 
about promoting the new 
transistor technology to its 
phone customers, and the 
exciting use of transistors in 
the first U.S. satellites was 
surely an “attention getter.  
In addition to showcasing 
the revolutionary transistor 
technology, the Vanguard 
satellite also used solar 
batteries, another Bell Labs 
invention.  The photo of the 
hand with the transistor is 
an accurate representation 
of the GA-53233 and GF-
45011 transistors used in 
the Vanguard I satellite and 
the 53194 transistor used in 
Explorer I.  
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The scan at top, with the Vanguard pictorial 
layout, and the chart above, identifying the two 
transistor types used in the transmitters, are from 
reference [6].  Note that two transmitters were 
used; the battery-powered transmitter operated 
for 20 days (when the batteries ran down), and 
the solar powered unit operated until May 1964 
(more than six years after the launch date, March 
17, 1958).  The satellite is still in orbit!    

 

The “Grapefruit Satellite”  
This 1957 photo shows the actual Vanguard I 
atop the launch vehicle.  Weighting in at about 3 
pounds, with a diameter of approximately 6.5”, 
this tiny satellite was dwarfed by the 200 pound 
Soviet Sputnik I.   You can find much useful info 
about the history of Vanguard I at the NRL site 
established to commemorate the 50th anniversary 
of the satellite – March 17, 2008.  See 
reference [9] for additional information. 
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Ad from Electronics Magazine – August 1956 
The Bell System was very proud to promote the phenomenal progress in transistor development that 
occurred in just a few short years after the 1948 announcement of the invention of the transistor.  
The above Bell Labs transistor “family tree” illustrates the various types of transistors available from 
Western Electric in 1956.  Of all these early types, the ‘diffused base” represented the most 
important improvement in performance and set the stage for the development of modern transistors.  
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Ad from Bell Laboratories Record – February 1956 
A major breakthrough in early transistor technology was accomplished by Bell Labs in 1954/55 with the 
development of diffused base transistors – see reference [2].  Using chemical diffusion to fabricate a 
very thin transistor base layer (50 millionths of a inch), very high operating frequencies could be 
achieved reliably.  High frequency capability, low power requirements and the reliability of diffused 
transistors meant that these devices would be ideally suited for use as earth satellite transmitters.  
Production units were available in 1957 to support the Vanguard and Explorer programs.     
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Reading Eagle Newspaper Article - Feb 9, 1958 
The above article from the Reading Eagle newspaper proudly describes the accomplishments of the 
Western Electric transistor manufacturing facility located in nearby Laureldale (in Berks County, Pa.) 
The Laureldale plant was established in 1952 with funding from the Army Signal Corps for the sole 
purpose of semiconductor manufacturing for the U.S. government and military contractors. Note the 
reference to both the Explorer and Vanguard satellites.  The GA-53233 and the GF-45011 transistors 
used in Vanguard I and the F-53192 used in Explorer I were manufactured at the Laureldale facility. 
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1959 Diffused Transistors Comparison Chart 
Limited high frequency performance was a major issue for 1950s transistor technology.  Several 
competing transistor types were capable of operating up to 300 Mc, but only the diffused methodology 
developed at Bell Labs combined high frequency performance with electrical and mechanical reliability.  
The above comparison chart of diffused transistors from different manufacturers appeared in the 
March 6, 1959 issue of Electronics magazine.  Note the different transistors from Western Electric – 
of interest for satellite transmitter applications are the GA-53233 (Vanguard I) and the 53194 
(Explorer I). 
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GA-53233 Data Sheet 
Many of the GA-53233 transistors were individually serialized and tested, and the identifying data 
sheet was supplied with the transistor to the purchaser.  Unlike modern transistors, the manufacturing 
processes used with these 1950s devices were poorly understood and the resultant transistors 
exhibited quite a wide range of performance characteristics.  This means that “hand-selection” of GA-
53233 transistors was required for many applications.  The transistor identified in the above data 
sheet is a very early device, with the low serial number “43”.  An unknown number of serialized GA-
53233 transistors were manufactured – see reference [5] for information on serial number “851”.  
These low serial numbers correspond to a 1956 or 1957 timeframe – note the data sheet above has an 
8/57 date. These individually serialized GA-53233 are very historic and represent a major milestone in 
the development of transistor technology and satellite electronics.  
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1958 Prices for Western Electric Diffused Base Transistors 
Pricing information for Western Electric transistors is difficult to document, since these devices 
were not sold commercially but only to the U.S. government, the military, and approved 
contractors. The scans above are excerpts from a 1958 University of Illinois reference, which 
provide detailed pricing information for these transistors.  5000 GF-45011 transistors for a 
total of $102,500 = $20.50 for each device.  Similarly, 250 GA-53233 transistors for 
$10,000 = $40 for each device. (That’s over $300 in 2013 dollars!)  

   

 
Different Case Styles 

The above photo illustrates some of the various case styles that were used for the early 
Western Electric diffused base transistors. The two rightmost units are GA-53233 types, and 
the four units to the left are all different GF-45011 case styles.  Some general observations 
about the evolving case styles: (1) The larger gold units appear to be the earliest style, dated 
1957 and 1958, (2) The smaller case sizes appear to be the latest dates codes, 1959 and later 
and (3) There are a variety of header constructions and pin-outs, including metal or glass 
headers and in-line or triangular lead pin-outs.  By the mid 1960s, the case styles and pin-outs 
became more standardized.  For example, the 2N1195 was one of the production versions of 
these pre-production germanium PNP diffused base Western Electric transistors. It was 
registered with JEDEC in 1959 and was manufactured in a TO-5 case style.      
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LIST OF REFERENCES WITH LINKS 

1. Michael Rainey – Vanguard 1 Satellite Transmitter Project 
Michael Rainey, a highly inventive and historically-minded ham radio operator (call sign AA1TJ) has 
researched the technical details of the transmitter circuits used in the Vanguard 1 satellite and has 
constructed a modern day replica.  Use the link above to view Mike’s transmitter in operation.      

2. Mark Burgess – Western Electric Transistor History 
Visit Mark’s well researched and enjoyable website on early transistor history, and learn about the 
“Diffusion Technologies at Bell Labs”.  This article provides excellent background for the pioneering 
work at Bell Labs that was the basis for diffused transistors used in the Vanguard satellite.  

3. Joe Knight – Bell Labs and Western Electric Power Transistors 
Joe Knight is the author of the most comprehensive and often-referenced web series on early power 
transistor technology.   This link will direct you to his 28 page presentation with details and photos 
of early Bell Labs/Western Electric transistors, including the first diffused devices from the 1950s.  

4. George Ludwig – Transistor Museum Oral History 
Dr. George Ludwig was the principle designer of the transistor-based cosmic ray instrumentation 
package for the Explorer 1 satellite, and worked extensively on early satellite electronics at JPL.  
This informative 2004 Transistor Museum interview with Dr. Ludwig contains a wealth of information 
about the first transistors used in Vanguard and Explorer.    

5. Vanguard Progress Report No. 10 – October 15 1956 
Many of the early progress reports on the Vanguard satellite program are currently available on the 
web.  The specific link above references a 1956 report which contains an interesting discussion on 
vibration test results of the GA 53233 transistor, serial #851.  Other reports are also available 
with additional information on the early transistors.  

6. Vanguard I Satellite - 1959 IGY Research Paper 
This very informative paper, published in the Feb 1959 “Review of Scientific Instruments” describes 
the instrumentation used in the Vanguard I satellite, including details of the GA-53233 and GF-
45017 transistors. Written by R.L. Easton and M.J. Votaw at the U.S. Navy Research Lab. 

7. 1962 Production Engineering Report on Diffused Transistors at Laureldale 
The U.S. Army Signal Corps funded much of the diffused transistor research and production at the 
Western Electric semiconductor facility at Laureldale Pa.  This report provides an excellent overview 
of this work from 1962, including a discussion of diffused transistors in the Nike missile program. 

8. JPL History of the Sputnik, Vanguard and Explorer Satellites 
This is an excellent article by JPL/Cal Tech which documents the exciting history of the early U.S. 
satellite program, including both Vanguard and Explorer.  There is much technical detail and solid 
background material presented.   

9. NRL 50th Anniversary Legacy of Vanguard I 
The Naval Research Lab, a major contributor to the success of the Vanguard I satellite, established 
this excellent website to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the launch.  
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http://aa1tj.blogspot.com/2012/06/vanguard-1-satellite-transmitter.html
https://sites.google.com/site/transistorhistory/Home/us-semiconductor-manufacturers/western-electric-main-page
http://semiconductormuseum.com/Transistors/LectureHall/JoeKnight/JoeKnight_EarlyPowerTransistorHistory_BTL-WesternElectric_Index.htm
http://semiconductormuseum.com/Transistors/LectureHall/Ludwig/Ludwig_Index.htm
http://www.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/342505.pdf
http://rsi.aip.org/resource/1/rsinak/v30/i2/p70_s1?isAuthorized=no
http://www.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/406465.pdf
http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/explorer/downloads/Explorer1.pdf
http://www.nrl.navy.mil/vanguard50/legacy.php
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